Disjunctive logic programs have become a powerful tool in knowledge representation and commonsense reasoning. This paper focuses on stable model semantics, currently the most widely acknowledged semantics for disjunctive logic programs.
Introduction
Disjunctive logic programs are logic programs where disjunction is allowed in the heads of the rules and negation may occur in the bodies of the rules. Such programs are now widely recognized as a valuable tool for knowledge representation and commonsense reasoning 3, 37, 33, 30] . Strong interest in enriching logic programming with disjunction is evident in the number of publications (see 37] ) and even workshops (e.g., 33]) dedicated to this enterprise. One of Some of the results reported in this paper appear in 36]. This work has been supported in part by the Christian Doppler Laboratory for Expert Systems; Istituto per la Sistemistica e l'Informatica, ISI-CNR; FWF project P11580-MAT \A Query System for Disjunctive Deductive Databases"; EC-US project \DEUS EX MACHINA"; and a MURST grant (40% share) under the project \Sistemi formali e strumenti per basi di dati evolute." the attractions of disjunctive logic programming is its ability to naturally model incomplete knowledge 3, 37] . Example 1.1 (modi ed from 3, 47]) Consider the following situation: (1) we just saw Max with one broken arm but do not remember which; (2) we know that Max writes with his left hand, so he can write if his left arm is unbroken.
The question is, Can Max write or not ? Because of the uncertainty deriving from our incomplete knowledge about the state of Max's arms, we cannot answer the question de nitely. Rather, two possible answers can be constructed: (a) \Max's left arm is broken, and he cannot write," and (b) \Max's right arm is broken, and he can write."
In the language of disjunctive logic programs, this situation is represented by rules r 1 : la broken _ ra broken r 2 : can write :la broken The semantics of the disjunctive logic program P Max consisting of the rules r 1 and r 2 is given by the following two models (as will be shown in Section 2): M 1 = fla broken; :ra broken; :can writeg M 2 = fra broken; :la broken; can writeg M 1 and M 2 are the two possible scenarios, and they correspond exactly to our intended speci cation.
It is worth noting that the situation can be represented equivalently by a traditional logic program P 0 Max where r 1 is replaced by the rules la broken :ra broken and ra broken :la broken. However, the unstrati ed negation in P 0
Max makes P 0 Max less intuitive than P Max , and it is certainly clear that disjunctive logic programming provides the more natural and intuitive representation of the incomplete knowledge.
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Nonetheless, de ning the semantics of a disjunctive logic program is complicated by the presence of disjunction in the rules' heads because it makes disjunctive logic programming inherently nonmonotonic, (i.e., new information can invalidate previous conclusions). Much research has been done on the semantics of disjunctive logic programs, and several alternative semantics have been proposed 10, 21, 30, 44, 52, 50, 51, 56, 58] (see 1, 15, 37] for comprehensive surveys). One widely accepted semantics is the extension to the disjunctive case of the stable model semantics of Gelfond and Lifschitz 31] . According to this semantics 30, 50] , a disjunctive logic program may have several alternative models (but possibly none), each corresponding to a possible view of the reality.
Disjunctive logic programs with stable model semantics are very expressive. In 32, 18, 19] it is proved that, under stable model semantics, disjunctive (function-free) logic programs capture the complexity class P 2 (i.e., they allow us to express every property that is decidable in nondeterministic polynomial time with an oracle in NP). As Eiter et al. 18] showed, the expressiveness of disjunctive logic programming has practical implications, as real-world situations can be represented by stable model semantics for disjunctive logic programs, while they cannot be expressed by (disjunction-free) logic programs. Stable model semantics for disjunctive logic programs also allows several nonmonotonic logic languages to be translated into disjunctive logic programs (under stable model semantics) 22, 30, 59] . This means that computation of stable models { one of the main objectives of this paper { is at the heart of the computation of several important problems in arti cial intelligence.
The main results of the paper can be summarized as follows:
1. We give an original de nition of unfounded sets for disjunctive logic programs as an extension of the analogous concept de ned for (disjunction-free) logic programs 64]. Unfounded sets for disjunctive logic programs (as for normal logic programs) single out the atoms that are (de nitely) not derivable from a given program w.r.t. a xed interpretation, and thus, according to the closed-world assumption 54], they can be stated to be false. In a disjunctive logic program P the union of unfounded sets for P may not be an unfounded set for P (and the existence of a greatest unfounded set { an unfounded set that contains all other unfounded sets { is not guaranteed). However, for unfounded-free interpretations (i.e., interpretations not containing any unfounded atom), the union of unfounded sets is an unfounded set, and thus there exists the greatest unfounded set of P w.r.t. I, denoted GUS P (I), which is the union of all unfounded sets.
We show that the GUS P operator is monotonic on its domain.
2. We discover several interesting relationships between stable models and unfounded sets, which lead to a simple yet elegant characterization of disjunctive stable models in terms of unfounded sets. We show that disjunctive stable models coincide with the unfoundedfree models of P and that a model of P is stable i the set of false atoms coincides with the greatest unfounded set. Since the elements in the greatest unfounded set are the atoms not derivable from the program, disjunctive stable models can be regarded as those models that are \compatible" with the closed-world assumption 54]. 3. We de ne a xpoint semantics for disjunctive stable models in terms of a suitable operator W P that extends the well-founded operator of Van Gelder et al . 64] . We show that the set of stable models of P coincides with the set of the (total) xpoints of W P .
4. Exploiting the above theoretical results, we design an algorithm for the computation of the stable model semantics of disjunctive deductive databases (i.e., function-free disjunctive logic programs). The key idea is that, since stable models are total interpretations, computing their entire negative portion is super uous; rather, it is su cient to restrict the computation to those negative literals that are necessary to derive the positive part.
To this end, we introduce the notion of possibly-true literals. These play a crucial role in our computation. The algorithm is based on a controlled search in the space of the interpretations implemented by a backtracking technique. The stability of a generated model is tested by checking whether it is unfounded-free by means of a function that runs in polynomial time on head-cycle-free (HCF) programs 7, 8] . In the general case, our algorithm for the computation of stable models runs in polynomial space and single exponential time. We formally prove both the soundness and the completeness of the proposed method. 5 . Finally, we analyze the complexity of the main computational problems related to the concepts we have presented.
It is worth noting that most of the results in this paper generalize analogous results for traditional logic programs.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we o er basic preliminaries on disjunctive logic programming. In Section 3 we de ne the notion of unfounded sets and describe some important properties of unfounded sets. In Section 4 we investigate the relationships between stable models and unfounded sets and provide a declarative characterization of the former in terms of the latter. A xpoint semantics of disjunctive stable models is given in Section 5. Section 6 presents the algorithm for the computation of stable models. Related work is addressed in Section 7. Finally, in Section 8 we draw conclusions and outline ongoing research.
Preliminaries on Disjunctive Logic Programming
In this section, we provide an overview of the stable model semantics for disjunctive logic programs. (For further details, see 37] .)
The terms of the language are inductively de ned. A (disjunctive) rule r is a clause of the form a 1 _ _ a n b 1 ; ; b k ; :b k+1 ; ; :b m n 1; m 0 where a 1 ; ; a n ; b 1 ; ; b m are atoms. The disjunction a 1 _ _ a n is the head of r, while the conjunction b 1 ; :::; b k ; :b k+1 ; :::; :b m is the body of r. We denote by H(r) the set fa 1 ; :::; a n g of the head atoms, and by B(r) the set fb 1 Let P be a program. The Herbrand universe U P of P is the set of ground terms that use the function symbols and constants that appear in the program. 2 The Herbrand base B P of P is the set of all possible ground atoms that can be constructed from the predicates appearing in the rules of P and the terms occurring in U P . If P is nite and contains no function symbols of positive arity, then both U P and B P are nite; otherwise, they are countably in nite. Given a rule r occurring in a program P, a ground instance of r is a rule obtained from r by replacing every variable X in r by (X), where is a mapping from the variables occurring in r to the terms in U P . We denote by ground(P) the set of all the ground instances of the rules occurring in P (note that ground(P) may be in nite).
An interpretation for P is a consistent set of ground literals, that is, an interpretation is a subset I of B P ::B P such that I \ ::I = ;. A ground literal L is true (resp., false) w.r.t. I if L 2 I (resp., L 2 ::I). If a ground literal is neither true nor false w.r.t. I, then it is unde ned w.r.t. I. We denote by I + and I ? , respectively, the set of positive literals and the set of negative literals occurring in I. I denotes the set of unde ned literals w.r.t. I. The interpretation I is total if I is empty (that is, I + ::I ? = B P ); otherwise, I is partial. 1 Clearly, user programs are nite sets of rules; we allow a program to be (countably) in nite, as, for technical reasons, it is useful that the instantiation of the program is a program as well. 2 If no constants appear in the program, then one is added arbitrarily.
Let r be a ground rule in ground(P). . The set of all minimal models for P is denoted by MM(P).
Note that, under these de nitions, the word interpretation refers to a possibly partial interpretation, while a model is always a total interpretation.
The rst proposal for assigning a semantics to a disjunctive logic program appears in 44], which presents a model-theoretic semantics for positive programs. According to 44], the semantics of a program P is described by the set MM(P) of the minimal models for P. Observe that every program P admits at least one minimal model, that is, for every program P, MM(P) 6 = ; holds. Example 2.1 3 For the positive program P 1 = fa _ b g, the (total) interpretations fa; :bg and fb; :ag are its minimal models (i.e., MM(P) = f fa; :bg; fb; :ag g).
For the program P 2 = fa _ b ; b a; a bg, fa; bg is the only minimal model. 2
As far as general programs (i.e., programs where negation may appear in the bodies) are concerned, a number of semantics have been recently proposed 10, 30, 44, 52, 50, 51, 56, 58] (see 1, 15, 37] for comprehensive surveys). One generally acknowledged proposal is the extension of the stable model semantics 31] to take into account disjunction 30, 50] . Given a program P and a total interpretation I, the Gelfond-Lifschitz (GL) transformation of P w.r.t. I, denoted P I , is the set of positive rules de ned as follows: P I = fa 1 _ _ a n b 1 ; ; b k j a 1 _ _ a n b 1 ; ; b k ; :b k+1 ; ; :b m 2 ground(P) and :b i 2 I; for all k < i mg Intuitively, the third condition expresses that an atom a, occurring in the head of rule r, is not derivable from r if the head of r is already true; in other words, there exists an atom b in the head of r which is true in I (indeed, inferences follow a minimality criterion). However, the truth of the atom b in the head is not taken into account (for the unfoundedness of a) if b itself is unfounded, that is, b 2 X (see example below). Informally, unfounded atoms are not derivable from the rules of P, and thus, according to the closed-world assumption, they should be considered false.
Example 3.2 Consider the program P = fa _ b g and let I = fbg be a (partial) interpretation for it. The set X = fag is an unfounded set of P w.r.t. I. Indeed, the unique rule of P (with a in the head) satis es Condition 3 of De nition 3.1, as (H(r) ? X) \ I = fbg 6 = ;.
The unfoundedness of a meets the intuition that, since b is true, a cannot be derived from the program (and therefore can be assumed false).
Consider the interpretation I = fa; bg (again for the program P = fa_b g). In this case, both set X = fag and set Y = fbg are unfounded sets for P w.r.t. I. Intuitively, this means that the presence either of a or of b is not justi ed in the interpretation (we should choose a or b, but we cannot accept both).
For the program P = f a _ b ; a b ; b a g and the interpretation I = fa; bg, the only unfounded set is ; (i.e., no atom can be assumed false) . 2
Note that De nition 3.1 generalizes the de nition given for disjunction-free logic programs in 64]. Proposition 3.3 Let P be a disjunction-free program and I be an interpretation for P. X B P is an unfounded set for P w.r.t. I according to De nition 3.1 i it is an unfounded set for P w.r.t. I according to 64].
Proof. Conditions 1 and 2 of De nition 3.1 are exactly the same as in 64]. Moreover, for disjunction-free programs, Condition 3 is never satis ed, as H(r) ? X = ;. Indeed, from De nition 3.1, H(r) = fag and a 2 X. 2
Nevertheless, for disjunctive logic programs, unlike traditional logic programs, the union of two unfounded sets is not necessarily an unfounded set.
Example 3.4 Consider again the program P = fa _ b g and let I = fa; bg be the interpretation. In Example 3.2, we saw that both fag and fbg are unfounded sets for P w.r.t. I, but we can easily verify that the union X = fa; bg is not. Indeed, although a (resp., b) is true in I, b (resp., a) is not unfounded because a (resp., b) is also in X (hence Condition 3 of De nition 3.1 does not hold). Intuitively, this represents the fact that we can falsify either a or b, but at least one of them must remain true (to satisfy the rule a _ b ).
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In traditional logic programming, the union of all unfounded sets w.r.t. an interpretation I is also an unfounded set w.r.t. I (called the greatest unfounded set) that includes all unfounded sets w.r.t. I 64] . Example 3.4 shows that in disjunctive logic programming, this is not generally true. We thus denote by I P the set of all interpretations of P which possess this property. More precisely, an interpretation I of P is in I P i the union of all unfounded sets for P w.r.t. I is an unfounded set for P w.r.t. I as well. Given I 2 I P , in analogy with traditional logic programming, we call the union of all unfounded sets for P w.r.t. I the greatest unfounded set of P w.r.t. I, and we denote it by GUS P (I).
Because the existence of the greatest unfounded set is not in general guaranteed, the question of whether an interpretation I is in I P naturally comes up. This is an interesting problem from the viewpoint of complexity. The best upper bound we can provide is P 2 O(log n)] { the class of decision problems solvable in polynomial time by a deterministic Turing machine which can use a logarithmic number of calls to an NP oracle. This class is \mildly" harder than NP or co-NP. Completeness for P 2 O(log n)] would entail NP-hardness; however, it is not clear how to reduce an NP-complete problem to this problem. Proposition 3.5 4 Let P be a propositional program and I an interpretation for P. Deciding whether I 2 I P (i.e., I admits GUS P (I)) is in P 2 O(log n)].
Proof. Observe rst that deciding whether an unfounded set X for P w.r.t. I with cardinality greater than a given integer k exists can be done in NP. Indeed, we can proceed as follows: guess X B P ; verify (i) that X is an unfounded set for P w.r.t. I and (ii) that the cardinality of X is greater than k (both (i) and (ii) are clearly polynomial). Now, by binary search on 0:::jB P j], determine the number of elements of the unfounded sets for P w.r.t. I that are of maximum cardinality. This is done by a logarithmic number of calls to an (NP) oracle deciding whether there exists an unfounded set for P w.r.t. I with cardinality greater than a given integer k (k = jB P j 2 on the rst call; then, if the oracle answers \no," k = jB P j 4 ; otherwise, k is set to 3jB P j 4 , and so on, in accordance with standard binary search). Then, we call an NP oracle once to decide whether there exist two unfounded sets X and Y for P w.r.t. I such that (i) jXj = and (ii) Y ? X 6 = ;. A \no" answer from the latter oracle recognizes that I has the greatest unfounded set GUS P (I).
Thus, deciding whether I is in I P lies in P 2 O(log n)]. Point b: From Point a, I has the greatest unfounded set GUS P (I). We give a polynomial time construction of the set of ground atoms in B P ? GUS P (I) (from which GUS P (I) is e ciently derivable) { a similar proof scheme was adopted in 64] to demonstrate the tractability of the well-founded semantics. The I operator is monotonically increasing in the complete lattice < B P ; >. Thus, the sequence 0 = I, k = I I ( k?1 ) is monotonically increasing and converges nitely to a limit (as it is nitely bound by the Herbrand base). Since each application of I is feasible in polynomial time, and since the limit is reached in a number of applications of I which is polynomial in jB P j, is computable in polynomial time. We next show that = B P ? GUS P (I), and, as a consequence, we derive that the computation of GUS P (I) is tractable.
B P ? GUS P (I). We proceed by induction on the index k of the sequence f k g k2N . The basis of the induction (k = 0) holds since 0 = I and I is unfounded-free (thus, 0 = I B P ? GUS P (I)). Assuming now that k?1 B P ? GUS P (I) (inductive hypothesis), we show that k B P ? GUS P (I) (i.e., k does not contain any unfounded element). We have to show that for every a 2 k there exists a rule with a in the head, which violates all conditions of De nition 3.1 (for the unfounded set GUS P (I)). Let a 2 k ; then, a 2 I I ( k?1 Thus, an unfounded-free interpretation always admits the greatest unfounded set. This set is e ciently computable, and the proof of Point b of Proposition 3.7 provides an e ective algorithm for its computation. Unfortunately, the next proposition shows that, unless P = NP,
we cannot e ciently test whether I is unfounded-free. Proposition 3.8 Let P be a propositional program and I be an interpretation for P. Deciding whether I is unfounded-free is co-NP-complete.
Proof. Membership in co-NP. The complementary problem of checking whether I is unfoundedfree, that is, deciding whether I is not unfounded-free, can be done in NP: guess a subset X of B P and check in polynomial time that (i) X is an unfounded set for P w.r.t. I and (ii) X \ I 6 = ;. Hence, deciding whether I is unfounded-free belongs to the class co-NP.
Hardness for co-NP. It is well known that deciding whether a model M is stable is co-NPhard 43, 18, 19, 17] . In the next section (see Theorem 4.6), however, we show that this decision problem reduces to verifying whether M is unfounded-free. Thus, deciding whether an interpretation is unfounded-free is co-NP-hard as well.
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It is worth noting that the containment of the set of unfounded-free interpretations in I P is, in general, strict. For instance, for each disjunction-free program, every interpretation admits the greatest unfounded set 64], yet there are interpretations of disjunction-free programs which are not unfounded-free (e.g., for P = fa ag the interpretation I = fag is not unfounded-free and admits the greatest unfounded set fag).
Interestingly, the GUS P operator is monotonic. Proposition 3.9 Let I and J be interpretations in I P . If I J, then GUS P (I) GUS P (J).
Proof. We rst show that if X is an unfounded set for P w.r.t. I, then X is an unfounded set for P w.r.t. J as well.
From the de nition of unfounded sets and the condition I J, we have that, for each a 2 X and for each r 2 ground(P) such that a 2 H(r), one of the following conditions holds: either (1) the body B(r) is false w.r.t. I and, hence, is false w.r.t. J; or (2) B(r) \ X 6 = ;; or (3) (H(r) ? X) \ I 6 = ; and, hence, (H(r) ? X) \ J 6 = ;. Thus, X is an unfounded set for P w.r.t. J. Now, by de nition, GUS P (I) is an unfounded set for P w.r.t. I. Hence, from the property proven above, GUS P (I) is an unfounded set for P w.r.t. J as well. Therefore, GUS P (I) is included in GUS P (J), the greatest unfounded set for P w.r.t. J (as GUS P (J) is the union of all unfounded sets for P w.r.t. J), that is, GUS P (I) GUS P (J) holds.
We conclude this section by providing an equivalent characterization of the unfounded-free property in the domain of total interpretations. Proposition 3.10 Let I be a total interpretation for a program P. I is unfounded-free i no nonempty set of atoms contained in I is an unfounded set for P w.r.t. I. Proof. ((=) We prove the contrapositive, that is, if I is not unfounded-free, then there exists a non-empty subset of I which is an unfounded set for P w.r.t. I. To this end, assume that I is not unfounded-free. Then, from De nition 3.6, there exists an unfounded set X for P w.r.t. I such that X \ I 6 = ;. We now show that the set Y = X \ I is an unfounded set for P w.r.t. I. Let a be an element of Y . Since X is an unfounded set for P w.r.t. I, for each rule r 2 ground(P) such that a 2 H(r), by De nition 3.1 at least one of the following conditions holds: (1) 
Stable Models and Unfounded Sets
In this section, we provide some characterizations of (stable) models in terms of unfounded sets. We wish to emphasize that, since for disjunction-free programs the de nitions of stable models and unfounded sets given in this paper coincide with the classical de nitions given in 31] and 64], respectively, all results proven here hold also for disjunction-free programs (under the classical de nitions of stable models and unfounded sets). The next proposition shows that models are characterized by the property that all false literals are unfounded. Proof. By Lemma 4.2, it remains to show that every minimal model for P is unfounded-free.
We proceed by contradiction. Assume M is not unfounded-free, and let X M + be a nonempty unfounded set for P w.r.t. M. We show that the total interpretation M 1 = (M ? X) ::X is a model for P (contradicting the minimality of M). To this end, it clearly su ces to prove that the rules whose heads are true in M but not in M 1 are satis ed in M 1 (i.e., have a false body w.r.t. M 1 ). Let r 2 ground(P) be any such rule and let a be an atom in the head of r such that a 2 X (such an a exists since H(r) \ M 6 = ; while H(r) \ M 1 = ;). Since X is an unfounded set for P w.r. Before giving the characterization of stable models in terms of unfounded sets, we need a further lemma stating that the unfounded-free property is preserved under the GL transformation.
Lemma 4.5 Let M be a total interpretation for a program P. M is unfounded-free for P i M is unfounded-free for P M . Proof. Recall that the GL transformation P M of P is obtained from ground(P) by dropping all rules where some negative body literal is false w.r.t. M and then eliminating all negative literals from the bodies of the remaining rules.
(=)) If X is not an unfounded set for P w.r.t. M, then for each a 2 X, there exists a rule r 2 ground(P) that violates all conditions of De nition 3.1. In particular, from the violation of Condition 1, the body of r is true; thus, the image r 0 of r (under the GL transformation) is in P M . Clearly, r 0 violates all conditions of De nition 3.1 for P M w.r.t. M. Therefore, if X is not an unfounded set for P w.r.t. M then X is not an unfounded set for P M w.r.t. M as well. Now, if M is unfounded-free for P, then, from Proposition 3.10, every nonempty subset
is not an unfounded set for P w.r.t. M. As a consequence, from the property proven above, we derive that every nonempty subset X of M + is not an unfounded set for P M w.r.t. M, that is, M is unfounded-free for P M . ((=) Let X be an unfounded set for P w.r.t. M. Since every rule in P M with a in its head is (under the GL transformation) the image r 0 of a rule r 2 ground(P), X is an unfounded set for P M w.r.t. M if for each a 2 X, for each rule r 2 ground(P) with head a, the image r 0 of r satis es at least one condition of De nition 3.1 for P M . Now, since X is an unfounded set for P w.r.t. M, for each a 2 X, for each rule r 2 ground(P) either (i) the body of r is false w.r.t. M, that is, (i. Therefore, if X is an unfounded set for P w.r.t. M, then X is an unfounded set for P M w.r.t. M as well. Thus, if M is not unfounded-free for P, then M is not unfounded-free for P M . As a consequence, M unfounded-free for P M implies M unfounded-free for P. 2 We are now in a position to prove the main result of this section: in the general case of programs with negation, the unfounded-free condition singles out the stable models. Proof. By De nition 3.6, if I is not unfounded-free, then there exists an unfounded set X for P w.r.t. I such that X \ I + 6 = ;. Now, if M is a model containing I (I M), then it is easy to see that X is an unfounded set for P w.r. Proof. First observe that the two de nitions of W P assign the same domain to the operator: because P is a disjunction-free program, its every interpretation admits the greatest unfounded set. Thus, I P coincides with the set of all (three valued) interpretations for P.
We must prove that given an interpretation I, the two versions of W P (I) coincide. In both versions, the positive part of W P (I) is the result of the application of the immediate consequence operator T P , while the negative part of W P (I) is the greatest unfounded set for P w.r.t. I. P being a disjunction-free program, T P as given in De nition 5.1 coincides with T P of 64], since, 8r 2 P, H(r) is a singleton and, as a consequence, the condition H(r)?fag ::I is trivially satis ed. From Proposition 3.3, it immediately follows that the two versions of the greatest unfounded set also coincide. The proposition is therefore proven.
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The next theorem relates the stable models of P to the xpoints of W P . Note that, because W P is de ned on the domain I P , every xpoint of W P by de nition admits the greatest unfounded set (since each xpoint of W P must belong to the domain I P of W P ). Theorem 5.4 Let The elegant xpoint characterization of stable models given by Theorem 5.4 does not provide suggestions for constructively building the stable models. Because the computation of the stable models of function-free programs is an important issue that will be dealt with in the next section, we will investigate how the W P operator can be employed to construct the stable models of function-free programs.
To start we prove that, as in normal logic programming, the (possibly partial) least xpoint W ! P (;) of W P is contained in every stable model. Proposition 5.6 Given a function-free program P, let fW n g n2N be the sequence whose nth term is the n-fold application of the W P operator on the empty set (i.e., W 0 = ;, W n = W P (W n?1 )). Then Proof. Observe that we have to prove that the sequence fW n g n2N is well-de ned (i.e., for each n in N, W n is an interpretation in I P ).
In the case where P admits some stable model, the statement follows immediately from Proposition 5.5. Indeed, from Proposition 5.5 by applying simple induction, it is easy to see that fW n g n2N is well de ned and that, for each stable model M for P, M W n for every element W n of the sequence. The convergence of the sequence is a consequence of the monotonicity of W P (GUS P is monotonic by Proposition 3.9, and T P is clearly monotonic) and of the niteness of B P (which is an upper bound for fW n g n2N ).
Consider now the case where the program P has no stable model. Point (b) is trivially true. To prove Point (a), we demonstrate that, for each n 2 N, the following two conditions hold: (i) W n is an interpretation (i.e., it is consistent), and (ii) W n is unfounded-free.
As expected, we proceed by induction on the index n of the sequence. The basis of the induction is trivial. Assuming now that both conditions hold for each k n ? 1 (inductive hypothesis), we demonstrate that they hold for W n .
(i) Consistency of W n . By contradiction, assume that W n is not consistent (i.e., W n \::W n 6 = ;). Let q be an atom in W n \ ::W n . By the de nition of W n , q 2 T P (W n?1 ) \ GUS P (W n?1 ) (recall that W n = W P (W n?1 ) = T P (W n?1 ) ::GUS P (W n?1 )). On the one hand, since q 2 GUS P (W n?1 ), for each rule r 2 ground(P) with q in its head, at least one of the following conditions holds: (1) B(r) \ ::W n?1 6 = ;, (2) (contradicting the consistency of W n proven in point (i) above). Condition (2) does not hold for r 0 , as B(r 0 ) is included in W m?1 which does not intersect X (we assumed that W m is the rst element of fW n g n2N intersecting X). Condition (3) does not hold for r 0 , as (H(r 0 )?X) (H(r 0 )?fqg) ::W m?1 ::W n (thus, (H(r 0 )?X)\W n 6 = ; would contradict the consistency of W n proven in point (i) above). Therefore, X is not an unfounded set w.r.t. W n (i.e., a contradiction arises), since rule r 0 with an element from X in its head does not satisfy any condition of De nition 3.1. Hence, W n is unfounded-free (point (ii) is proven).
Once we know that fW n g n2N is well de ned, as in the case where P admits some stable model, we easily recognize that fW n g n2N ( nitely) converges to a limit W ! P (;).
It is worth noting that the iterated applications of the W P operator starting from the empty set yield unfounded-free interpretations. Nevertheless, in general, W P (I) may not be unfounded-free even if I is unfounded-free. For instance, consider program P = fb :a; a bg and interpretation I = fb; :ag. It is easy to see that I is unfounded-free, while W P (I) = fa; bg is not.
In Lemma 5.9 Let I be an unfounded-free interpretation for a function-free program P. Then X is an unfounded set for P w.r.t. I i X is an unfounded set for sh(P) w.r.t. I.
Proof. (=)) Let a 2 X and consider a rule r 2 ground(P) with a 2 H(r). Notice that there is only one rule r 0 with head a in ground(sh(P)) corresponding to r in ground(P). Since Proof. From Lemmas 5.9 and 5.10, it follows that W P (I) = W sh(P) (I) for every unfoundedfree interpretation I. From the proof of Proposition 5.6, the iterated application of W P starting from the empty set yields unfounded-free interpretations. Thus, W ! P (;) = W ! sh(P) (;).
2 As an important consequence, we obtain that the computation of W ! P (;) is tractable for disjunctive logic programs. Thus, from the semantic viewpoint, only the total xpoints of W P are meaningful, as they coincide with the stable models of P. Nevertheless, since W ! P (;) is contained in every stable model (see Proposition 5.6) and is e ciently computable (see Proposition 5.12), the computation of W ! P (;) can be a good starting point for algorithms computing the stable models.
Computation of Stable Models
In this section, we study the computation of stable models. Exploiting the results presented in the previous sections, we design an algorithm that computes the stable models of any disjunctive deductive database (i.e., function-free disjunctive program). We limit ourselves to the function-free case because for general disjunctive programs (where the presence of function symbols makes the Herbrand Base in nite), the problem is known to be infeasible in general. There may exist continuum many stable models, and the problem of deciding whether a recursively enumerable interpretation is a stable model is Remark. All the programs considered in this section are function-free. For simplicity, we refer to them simply as programs instead of function-free programs.
2
To start, consider the naive algorithm for the computation of stable models shown in Figure 1 . This algorithm, based on a trivial guess-and-check strategy, reveals the presence of two main sources of complexity in the computation of the stable models which interact, in a sense, orthogonally: (1) the exponential number of interpretations that are \candidates" to be stable models, and (2) the check of the unfounded-free condition (or, equivalently, the stability condition), which has been shown to be a co-NP-hard decision problem (see Proposition 3.8).
The next two subsections focus on these sources of complexity. For clarity of exposition, we start in Section 6.1 with the check of the unfounded-free property; then, Section 6.2 provides a method that allows us to reduce the number of candidate interpretations to be considered in practice. Combining the results in the two subsections yields an e ective algorithm for the computation of the stable models.
Checking the Unfounded-Free Property
Checking the unfounded-free property is di cult in general. Indeed, by virtue of Theorem 4.6, this task is equivalent to verifying the stability condition, which is known to be a co-NPhard decision problem 43, 18, 19, 17] (see Proposition 3.8). Recent studies 7, 8] , however, have proven that minimal model checking | the hardest part of stable model checking | can be e ciently performed for a relevant class of programs, called head-cycle-free (HCF) programs. We next provide an algorithm for checking the unfounded-free property which runs in polynomial time for HCF programs and for general programs limits the ine cient part of the computation to only the components of the program that are not HCF. Our algorithm pays attention to head-cycle-free programs for the following main reasons:
A fundamental e ciency requirement for algorithms solving untractable problems is that they be polynomial on the main classes of instances of the problem which are known to be tractable. To our knowledge, the set of HCF programs is the most relevant class of programs for which stable model checking is known to be tractable (note that all disjunction-free programs are contained in this set). Good algorithms for the computation of disjunctive stable models should therefore handle HCF programs e ciently. It has recently been proven that under brave (resp., cautious) reasoning, HCF programs (with stable model semantics) express all properties in NP (resp., co-NP) 20]. More important, several problems in NP can be expressed in a very simple and natural way by HCF programs 20, 7, 8] { a number of rules with HCF disjunction may \guess" the solution which is then \checked" by disjunction-free rules. For instance, all problems suggested as benchmarks for nonmonotonic reasoning systems in 12] are naturally expressed by HCF programs.
With every program P, we associate a directed graph DG P = (N ; E), called the dependency graph of P, in which (i) each predicate of P is a node in N and (ii) there is an arc in E directed from a node a to a node b i there is a rule r in P such that b and a are the predicates of a positive literal appearing in H(r) and B(r), respectively. The graph DG P singles out the dependencies of the head predicates of a rule r from the positive predicates in its body. The dependency graph DG P 2 is shown in Figure 2b . 2
The dependency graphs allow us to single out HCF programs 7, 8] .
A program P is HCF i there is no clause r in P such that two predicates occurring in the head of r are in the same cycle of DG P .
Example 6.2 The dependency graphs given in Figure 2 reveal that program P 1 of Example 6.1 is HCF and that program P 2 is not HCF, as rule d _ e a contains in its head two predicates belonging to the same cycle of DG P 2 . 2
Our method for testing the unfounded-free property on HCF programs is based on a transformation R P;I that, given a set X of ground atoms, derives the atoms in X which satisfy at least one of the unfoundedness conditions of De nition 3.1.
De nition 6.3 Let P be a program. De ne the R P;I operator as follows: R P;I : 2 B P ! 2 B P X 7 ! fa 2 X j 8r 2 ground(P) with a 2 H(r); B(r) \ (::I X) 6 = ; or (H(r) ? fag) \ I 6 = ;g 2 7 Note that negative literals cause no arc in DGP.
It is easy to see that R P;I is a monotonic operator. Moreover, given a set X of ground atoms, it is obvious that the sequence R 0 = X, R n = R P;I (R n?1 ) decreases monotonically and converges nitely to a limit that we denote by R ! P;I (X).
Intuitively, R P;I (X) discards from X only elements for which there exists some rule violating all unfoundedness conditions for P w.r.t. I. Thus, R ! P;I (X) contains the union of all unfounded sets for P w.r.t. I included in X. As a consequence, if R ! P;I (I + ) is the empty set for a total interpretation I, then I is unfounded-free. This intuition is formalized by the following lemma and proposition.
Lemma 6.4 Let P be a program, I be a total interpretation for P, and J B P . Every unfounded set for P w.r.t. I which is contained in J is also contained in R ! P;I (J). Proof. Let X J be an unfounded set for P w.r.t. I. For each a 2 X and for each rule r such that a 2 H(r), at least one of the following conditions holds: (i) B(r) \ (::I X) 6 = ; or (ii) (H(r) ? X) \ I 6 = ;. Hence, as fag X, (H(r) ? fag) \ I 6 = ; as well. Then, from the de nition of R P;I , R P;I (X) = X holds and, since R P;I is monotonic and X J, R ! P;I (J) must contain X. 2 Proposition 6.5 Let P be a program and I be a total interpretation for P. If In this case, R ! P 1 ;I 2 (I + 2 ) 6 = ; and we cannot apply Proposition 6.5, as it states a su cient condition for the unfounded-free property. However, we will see (Theorem 6.9) that, since P 1 is HCF, condition R ! P 1 ;I 2 (I + 2 ) 6 = ; allows us to derive that I 2 is not unfounded-free.
Condition R ! P;I (I + ) = ; is thus su cient for ensuring that I is unfounded-free (actually, for HCF programs it is also necessary). Unfortunately, this condition is not necessary in the general case. The proof of the theorem refers to the notion of a collapsed dependency graph, which is the graphDG P obtained from DG P by collapsing each (maximal) strongly connected component into a single node. Thus, every node ofDG P is a set Q of predicates. Moreover, given a set Q of predicates and a set J of atoms, we denote by J Q the subset of J whose predicates are from Q.
Example 6.8 The collapsed dependency graphDG P 2 of DG P 2 is depicted in Figure 2c . 2 Theorem 6.9 Let P be an HCF program and I a total interpretation for it. Then I is unfounded-free i R ! P;I (I + ) = ;.
Proof. From Proposition 6.5, only =) remains to be proven.
Suppose that X = R ! P;I (I   +   ) is not empty. Take a node Q ofDG P such that: (a) some atom in X has a predicate in Q, and (b) there exists no other node Q 0 ofDG P containing a predicate of some atom in X such that Q is (transitively) reachable from Q 0 (i.e., with a directed path from Q 0 to Q inDG P ). 9 Consider now set X Q . We prove that X Q is an unfounded set for P w.r.t. I. Let r be a rule in ground(P) with an atom from X Q in its head. Since R P;I (X) = X, r satis es at least one of the following conditions: (i) B(r) \ ::I 6 = ; or (ii) B + (r) \ X 6 = ; or (iii) (H(r) ? fag) \ I 6 = ;. Because of our choice of the node Q, no atom in the body of r belongs to X ? X Q and condition (ii) yields B + (r) \ X Q 6 = ;. Furthermore, condition (iii) entails (H(r) ? X Q ) \ I 6 = ;, because if H(r) contained another element from X Q , distinct from a, then P would not be HCF, as the predicates of the elements in X Q belong to the same cycle of the dependency graph. Thus, X Q is an unfounded set for P w.r. Proof. It is easy to see that R ! P;I (I + ) is e ciently computable. Thus, the statement follows from Theorems 4.6 and 6.9. 2 9 Note that the existence of such a node is guaranteed, because the collapsed graph has no cycle.
It is worth noting that, by virtue of Proposition 4.4, condition R ! P;I (I + ) = ; can also be employed to check that a model of a positive HCF program is minimal. Thus, Theorem 6.9 suggests a way of doing this check which is a simpler alternative to the algorithm proposed in 8].
From the above results, if the program is HCF we can e ciently check the unfounded-free property by testing whether R ! P;I (I + ) = ;. Unfortunately, as illustrated by Example 6.7, we cannot use this test for recognizing the unfounded-free property in the general case, and we would have to resort to an ine cient algorithm that blindly controls every element in the power set of I + to see whether it is an unfounded set. The complexity result of Proposition 3.8 indicates that we have no chance of nding an ecient algorithm for checking the unfounded-free property in the general case (unless P = NP). Nevertheless, we will introduce some optimizations that, also in non-HCF programs, strongly improve the e ciency of the naive algorithm for the test of the unfounded-free property.
The rst optimization is a direct consequence of Lemma 6.4. Indeed, because of that result, we can limit our search of unfounded subsets of I + to the power set of R ! P;I (I + ) (which may be substantially smaller than the power set of I + ). The second important optimization is supported by Proposition 6.11, which shows that the test of the unfounded-free property can be performed one component at a time. In this way, (a) the number of sets to be checked to verify the property is drastically pruned, and (b) the e cient technique suggested by Theorem 6.9 can be employed on the HCF components of P, limiting the ine cient part of the computation to only the components that are not HCF.
Given a set Q of predicates, we denote by subp(Q) the subprogram of Q, which is the set of the rules in ground(P) with a head predicate from Q. (Note that the same rule may occur in the subprograms of two di erent (collapsed) nodes Q 1 and Q 2 ofDG P .) Proposition 6.11 Let P be a program, and I a total interpretation for P. I is not unfoundedfree i there exists a node Q ofDG P such that I + Q contains a nonempty unfounded set for subp(Q) w.r.t. I.
Proof. (=)) Let X be a nonempty unfounded set for P w.r.t. I, which is contained in I + .
As in the proof of Theorem 6.9, take a node Q ofDG P such that: (a) some atom in X has a predicate in Q, and (b) there exists no other node Q 0 ofDG P containing a predicate of some atom in X such that Q is (transitively) reachable from Q 0 (i.e., with a directed path from Q 0 to Q inDG P ). Note that the existence of such a node is guaranteed, because the collapsed graph has no cycle. Consider now set X Q . We demonstrate that X Q is an unfounded set for subp(Q) w.r.t. I. Let r be a rule in subp(Q) with an atom from X Q in the head. Since X Q is a subset of X, subp(Q) ground(P), and X is an unfounded set for P w.r.t. I, r satis es at least one of the following conditions: (1) ((=) Let Q be a node ofDG P such that I + Q contains a nonempty unfounded set X for subp(Q) w.r.t. I. X is an unfounded set for P w.r.t. I as well, since all rules in ground(P) which have an atom from X in the head occur also in subp(Q) (by the de nition of subp(Q)) and, The results of Theorem 6.9 and Propositions 6.5 and 6.11 are all employed by the algorithm for the e cient test of the unfounded-free property which appears in Figure 3 .
Informally, the algorithm processes one subprogram subp(Q) at a time, as suggested by are controlled (internal for statement) so that we can discover whether one of them is an unfounded set. Note that the algorithm performs a nonpolynomial computation only if the program has a component that is not HCF and for which, further, R ! subp(Q);I ( I + Q ) 6 = ;. Theorem 6.12 Given a program P and a total interpretation I for P, Function unfoundedfree of Figure 3 terminates in a nite amount of time, returning the correct answer.
Proof. The two for statements are performed on a nite number of elements and thus terminate in a nite amount of time. Moreover, the repeat-until statement also terminates nitely, since it computes a monotonically decreasing sequence (lower bounded by the empty set). The function thus ends in a nite amount of time.
The correctness of the function is a consequence of the results of Proposition 6.5, Theorem 6.9, and Proposition 6.11, since the function implements the results of these statements. 2
We close this subsection with some remarks on the e ciency of Function unfounded-free. The function solves the decisional problem of checking whether an interpretation is unfoundedfree. According to Proposition 3.8, this problem is co-NP-hard. Thus, unless P = NP, exponential time is needed. Actually, the algorithm runs in single exponential time, as, in the worst case, all subsets of I + have to be analyzed to see whether any of them is an unfounded set.
Nevertheless, there is a meaningful class of programs on which the function terminates in polynomial time. In particular, HCF programs belong to this class, which clearly contains all normal logic programs as well (as an _-free program is HCF). Moreover, the algorithm also runs polynomially on the non-HCF programs for which R ! subp(Q);I ( I + Q ) = ; on every non-HCF component. We point out that on programs not in this polynomial class, the ine cient part of the computation is limited to the subprograms that are not HCF. Thus, HCF components are solved in polynomial time, and, furthermore, the test for unfoundedness is done on power sets that in general are of a substantially smaller size than the power set of I + . Concerning space bounds, it is easy to see that the function runs in polynomial space.
Indeed, even if (in the worst case) the last for statement is executed on the power set of I + , the elements of the power set do not need to be stored, as they can be generated when needed (following a straightforward enumeration policy).
An Algorithm for Computing Stable Models
We have already seen that W ! P (;) is contained in every stable model of P (see Proposition To this end, we next de ne the notion of a possibly-true literal, which, as it will be clear later in this section, plays a crucial role in our computational model and will allow us to answer both of our questions. A similar notion has previously been used in 35] for the e cient computation of the well-founded model of Datalog programs and in 11] for the evaluation of the stable model semantics of ordered logic programs.
De nition 6.13 Let I be an interpretation for a program P. A possibly-true conjunction of P w.r.t. I is a set of literals of the form fa; :b 1 ; :::; :b n g, n 0, such that there exists a rule r 2 ground(P) for which all of the following conditions hold.
1. a 2 H(r), and B ? (r) = f:b 1 ; :::; :b n g (i.e., a is an atom in the head, and :b 1 ; :::; :b n is the negative part of the body);
2. H(r) \ I = ; (i.e., the head is not true w.r.t. I); We are now ready for the following proposition. we provide the following proposition, which is fundamental for our computational strategy.
Proposition 6.18 Let I be an interpretation for a program P and M a stable model for P. W ! P (;) X is also contained in M. Thus, by iteratively applying the in ationary T P operator T P (see below), starting from W ! P (;) X, a xpoint, sayÎ of T P , contained in M is nitely reached (note that T P is monotonic and B P is nite). Indeed, for a generic interpretation J, J M implies T P (J) M as an immediate corollary of Proposition 5.5. Now, if PT P (Î) = ; thenÎ ::(B P ?Î) is a model by Lemma 6.15 and, since it is contained in M,Î ::(B P ?Î) = M follows by minimality of stable models. Otherwise, a possibly-true conjunction X 0 2 PT P (Î) contained in M is chosen and added toÎ, and the computation restarts fromÎ X 0 M by using T P . The process is reiterated until a xpoint of T P , say J, such that PT P (J) = ;, is found. Again, by Lemma 6.15, J ::(B P ?J) is a model and, in particular, J ::(B P ?J) = M.
We note that this computation is nondeterministic, as we have assumed the ability to guess each time a \right" possibly-true conjunction contained in the stable model M, thus generating a sequence of interpretations contained in M. Unfortunately, this model of computation is unrealistic; an exhaustive search, in which all possibly-true conjunctions are tried, is actually required. As a consequence, in a real computation, whenever an interpretation J such that J = T P (J) and PT P (J) = ; is reached, a check on whether J ::(B P ? J) is unfounded-free is needed to recognize whether it is a stable model (recall that by Lemma 6.15 it is a model); this check somehow veri es that \right" possibly-true conjunctions have been chosen.
We begin formalizing these observations by de ning the notion of a computation of P.
De nition 6.20 Let P be a program. A sequence of sets of ground literals fV n g n2N is a computation of P if the following hold:
V 0 = W ! P (;)
If T P (V n ) 6 = V n then V n+1 = T P (V n ), otherwise { If PT P (V n ) 6 = ; then V n+1 = X V n , for some X 2 PT P (V n ) { else V n+1 = V n ; where T P (V n ) = T P (V n ) V n 2
Clearly, there are nitely many computations of P (2 jB P j is an upper bound, where jB P j is the ( nite) size of the Herbrand base of P). We denote by F P the family of all the computations of P. Let fV n g n2N be an element of F P . It is easily recognized that fV n g n2N is a monotonically increasing sequence. Since the base of P is nite, fV n g n2N is upper bounded, so that there exists a natural k such that V j = V k , for each j k. We denote the limit V k of fV n g n2N by V ! .
Informally, the family F P can be represented by a rooted tree, where the root represents W ! P (;) and each path P from the root to a leaf represents a computation fV n g n2N of P, the leaf being the limit V ! . Each intermediate node of P represents a term V n 2 fV n g n2N . We call such a tree the choice tree of P, denoted CT P , and we call each node of P representing a term V n 2 fV n g n2N such that V n = T P (V n ) a choice node of CT P . Apart from the leaves, the choice nodes are the points where the possibly-true conjunctions have to be chosen. Clearly, the root of CT P is a choice node. Note that each choice node representing a term V n has as many children as the size of the set PT P (V n ). Any other node of CT P , except the leaves, has exactly one child.
Next we show the relationships between stable models of P and the leaves of the choice tree of P (i.e., the limits V ! of the computations of P). We provide a one-to-one correspondence between the set of stable models of P and a subset of the leaves of the choice tree. Thus, the choice tree of P both reduces the number of interpretations that are \candidates" to be stable models, and provides us with a constructive way of computing the stable models.
In more detail, we show that the stable models exactly coincide with the interpretations V ! ::(B P ? V ! ) that are unfounded-free (where, again, V ! denotes the limit of a computation). To this end, we rst give the following result.
Lemma 6.21 Let fV n g n2N be a computation of P and V n an element of fV n g n2N . V n = V ! i PT P (V n ) = ;. Proof. By De nition 6.20, we have that V n+1 = V n i V n = T P (V n ) V n and PT P (V n ) = ;. Thus, V n+1 = V n implies PT P (V n ) = ;, which proves the (=)) part of the lemma. Concerning the ((=) part, it su ces to show that PT P (V n ) = ; implies V n = T P (V n ) V n . Let a be an atom occurring in T P (V n ). By de nition, a 2 T P (V n ) i there exists a ground rule r 2 ground(P) such that a 2 H(r), H(r) ? fag ::V n (i.e., all other head literals are false) and B(r) V n . Now, if a = 2 V n , it immediately follows from De nition 6.13 that X = fa; :b 1 ; :::; :b n g, where :b 1 ; :::; :b n are the negative literals in the body of r, is a possibly-true conjunction of P w.r.t. V n . That is, a 2 T P (V n ) and a = 2 V n imply the existence of X. Hence, PT P (V n ) = ; implies that any atom a 2 T P (V n ) belongs to V n , that is, T P (V n ) V n . From this, V n = T P (V n ) V n follows.
2
Theorem 6.22 Let fV n g n2N be a computation of P. If V ! ::(B P ?V ! ) is an unfounded-free interpretation then it is a stable model of P. Proof. By Lemma 6.21, we have that PT P (V ! ) = ; and thus, by Lemma 6.15, V ! ::(B P ? V ! ) is a model for P. Since it is unfounded-free, by Theorem 4.6, V ! ::(B P ? V ! ) is a stable model for P. 2
Next we prove the converse of Theorem 6.22, which will prove the completeness of our computational strategy. Theorem 6.23 Let M be a stable model for a program P. M = V ! ::(B P ? V ! ), for some computation fV n g n2N of P. Proof. We give a constructive proof of the existence of a computation fV n g n2N whose elements are contained in M. Let fV n g n2N be the sequence of interpretations such that V 0 = W ! 1. If T P (V n ) 6 = V n , then V n+1 = T P (V n ); otherwise, 2 If PT P (V n ) 6 = ;, then V n+1 = X V n , where X 2 PT P (V n ) \ M, 3 Else V n+1 = V n .
We next show that, for each n 2 N, V n is well de ned and V n M. We proceed by induction.
(Base of the induction.) V 0 is clearly well de ned, and its inclusion in M stems from Proposition 5.6, as V 0 = W ! P (;).
Assuming that V n M (inductive hypothesis), it follows that V n+1 is well de ned. Indeed, be ill de ned V n+1 could only through Point 2 above, and Proposition 6.18 ensures the existence of X belonging to PT P (V n ) \ M. 10 Moreover, it is easy to see that V n+1 M. Indeed, is given as the output of the algorithm. Otherwise, the procedure Compute Stable is invoked to generate the family F P of the computations of P. This procedure, which has been written in recursive form for clarity, is based on a backtracking technique, and its structure is that of a preorder visit of the choice tree CT P of P. Initially, Compute Stable is run with actual parameter V n = W ! P (;), which corresponds to a visit to the root of CT P . In general, the procedure is invoked with the actual parameter corresponding to a choice node of CT P (recall that the root of CT P is a choice node). Then, for each possibly-true conjunction X 2 PT P (V n ) (possibly none), X is added to V n and the set of ground literals V 0 n+1 , corresponding to the next choice node of CT P , is computed by the repeat-until statement. The procedure then recursively invokes itself with actual parameter V 0 n+1 . Whenever the condition PT P (V n ) = ; is veri ed, the function of if PT P (V n ) = ; (* V n is the limit of a computation *) then if unfounded-free(P; V n ::(B P ? V n )) then output \V n ::(B P ? V n ) is a stable model of P"; end if else for each X 2 PT P (V n ) do Clearly, P has two stable models, namely, fa; :b; :c; d; e; :f; gg and f:a; b; :c; d; e; :f; :gg.
The algorithm of Figure 4 starts by computing V 0 = W ! P (;) = fd; e; :fg. Now, the possibly-true conjunctions of P w.r.t. W ! P (;) are X 1 = fa; :bg, X 2 = fc; :bg and X 3 = fb; :ag. It is worth noting that all operators utilized in the algorithm of Figure 4 can be implemented easily (and e ciently). Indeed, the implementations of T P and PT P are immediate. Moreover, since W P is applied only on unfounded-free interpretations, its negative part ::GUS P (I) can be computed e ciently as it coincides with B P ? (see the proof of Point b of Proposition 3.7),
where is the limit of a monotonic computation. Furthermore, observe that all the operators are de nable in relational algebra and that most operations performed in the algorithm are setoriented (the only exception is the for statement that picks up the possibly-true conjunctions); the method is thus amenable for deductive databases.
Theorem 6.25 Given a program P, the algorithm of Figure 4 terminates in a nite amount of time and returns the stable models of P. Proof. The repeat-until statement of the main section in Figure 4 computes the least xpoint W ! P (;). Since W P is monotonic and B P is nite, this computation halts after a nite number of steps. Likewise, the repeat-until of the procedure Compute Stable computes a sequence inductively de ned as I 0 = V n X, I n+1 = T P (I n ). Since T P is monotonic (recall that T P (I) = T P (I) I) and B P nite, this loop also halts nitely. Therefore, the algorithm of Figure 4 terminates in a nite amount of time. Concerning correctness, we will just observe that the algorithm essentially generates the family F P of the computations of P (except those that contain terms that are not interpretations of P, for optimization reasons). Thus, Theorems 6.22 and 6.23 guarantee both the soundness and the completeness of the algorithm. 2 
Remarks
We emphasize that our algorithm does not entail computation of all the negative literals of stable models. The models are \total" interpretations, and thus it is su cient to compute explicitly only those negative literals that are necessary to derive the positive part of the model. In our approach, such literals are supplied by possibly-true conjunctions.
We could have accomplished the task of computing stable models using W P instead of T P to move beyond W ! P (;) (recall that stable models are xpoints of W P ). However, using W P presents a drawback, as W P is de ned on an interpretation for which the GUS P exists and testing such a property is a computationally demanding task (see Section 3). As particular cases, the algorithm also computes the minimal models of positive disjunctive logic programs, the perfect models of strati ed (disjunctive) logic programs, and the stable models of normal logic programs.
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Another point worth discussing is complexity. Essentially, the algorithm generates all computations of P (except those whose elements are not interpretations of P), that is, it performs a controlled search in the choice tree of P. The limit of a computation (i.e., a leaf of the choice tree) is computed in polynomial time, as the number of elements preceding the limit (i.e., the length of a path of the tree) is linear in jB P j, and the computation of each element requires evaluation of T P and PT P , which are computable in polynomial time. The check of whether a leaf of the choice tree is unfounded-free is performed by a call to Function unfounded-free. This function executes in at most single exponential time and polynomial space (see Section 6.1). Therefore, each computation is carried out in single exponential time and polynomial space.
Since the number of computations (i.e., the number of leaves of the choice tree) is single exponential, the whole execution of the algorithm is done in single exponential time in the worst case. Moreover, as the algorithm deals with one computation at a time, it runs in polynomial space.
For some restricted classes of programs, including disjunction-free programs that are locally strati ed 49], weakly strati ed 48], or modularly strati ed 55], the problem of nding the set of stable models is known to be solvable in polynomial time. Our algorithm runs in polynomial time for each program P such that W ! P (;) is a total interpretation. Indeed, W ! P (;) is computed in polynomial time and, when W ! P (;) is total, the algorithm successfully terminates, returning the unique stable model of the program, as PT P (W ! P (;)) = ;. Since for disjunction-free programs W ! P (;) is the well-founded model, the algorithm terminates in polynomial time on every normal logic program having a total well-founded model. It follows that the algorithm also evaluates in polynomial time locally strati ed, weakly strati ed, and modularly strati ed normal logic programs.
Related Work
The notion of unfounded sets presented in this paper generalizes from normal to disjunctive programs the corresponding notion de ned by Van Gelder, Ross and Schlipf in 64] (as proven in Proposition 3.3). In 21] , to characterize the 3-valued stable models of Przymusinski 50] in terms of unfounded sets, Eiter et al. provide a de nition of unfounded sets for disjunctive logic programs. In that de nition, Condition 3 of De nition 3.1 is replaced by the weaker requirement H(r) 6 (::I X), because (H(r) ? X) \ I + 6 = ; turns out to be too strong to capture unfoundedness appropriately with respect to the 3-valued stable model semantics of 50]. Other notions of unfounded sets are somehow implicit in various attempts to generalize the well-founded semantics from normal to disjunctive logic programs (see, e.g., 2, 37, 52, 51, 56]). However, comparing these (implicit) notions of unfounded sets to our notion is quite di cult because in these other notions unfounded sets do not result in at sets of atoms as does De nition 3.1 (and the standard de nition of unfounded sets for normal programs 64]).
To our knowledge, this paper is the rst to present a precise characterization of disjunctive stable models in terms of unfounded sets. Our basic result, stating that disjunctive stable models precisely coincide with the unfounded-free models (Theorem 4.6), generalizes to the disjunctive case the analogous result given for normal logic programs in 57]. The second characterization, stating that a model is stable i the set of its false atoms coincides with its greatest unfounded set (Theorem 4.8), is related to the assumption-based framework of Bondarenko, Toni, and Kowalski 9] . In their framework, our greatest unfounded set can be seen as a notion of \acceptability" for a given set of assumptions.
The xpoint semantics presented in Section 5 has much in common with the xpoint results Fitting 27] have also developed xpoint characterizations of stable models. Inoue and Sakama's work considers disjunction and negation but does not combine the two constructs, as our does. Fitting's characterization, an extension of his previous work on well-founded semantics 27], presents the results in the general setting of bilattices rather than con ning things to the framework of conventional logic programming. Fitting's characterization has not been extended to the disjunctive case, and an investigation of whether our work could be used to do so would be interesting.
A xpoint semantics for disjunctive logic programs appears in 24, 26] . However, because this work characterizes the perfect model semantics of Przymusinski 49] , it therefore corresponds to ours only on the class of strati ed disjunctive logic programs.
On the complexity side, our results complement the deep complexity analysis done by Eiter et al. 17, 18, 19] , where the complexity of the main computational problems arising in the context of disjunctive logic programming is determined.
On the work on the computational aspects of disjunctive logic programs, the algorithms based on a bottom-up computational model 25, 26, 10, 45, 60, 62] , seem closest to our work. The algorithm presented in 26] exploits the xpoint characterizations of 24] to evaluate strati ed programs. It uses the model-tree data structure to represent information and to compute query answers. Informally, a model-tree encodes a nite family of interpretations, where each branch of the tree represents an interpretation. Every operation required for the xpoint computation can easily be performed on the model trees. A similar approach, called state generation, is described in 45] for the computation of positive logic programs. This method is based on hyperresolution and utilizes an operator applied to disjunctive Herbrand states (i.e., disjunctive facts) whose least xpoint is the set of logical consequences (minimal A drawback of all the algorithms cited above 25, 26, 10, 45, 60, 16] is that they require exponential space in the worst case. Thus, when compared to these methods, our algorithm has the important advantage of requiring only polynomial space. (Note that polynomial space complexity is a fundamental requirement for nonmonotonic systems and deductive database systems 46].)
A bottom-up procedure running in polynomial space has been designed by St uber 62]. In analogy to the Davis-Putnam procedure 14], this procedure computes disjunctive stable models using case analysis and simpli cation. A peculiarity of this method is that it avoids the repetition of the generated (stable) models. Compared to St uber's method, our algorithm has two main advantages: our method is better suited than St uber's method for deductive databases (as 62] requires the instantiation of the program, which is not feasible in the context of deductive databases working with large amount of data); and St uber's algorithm may require exponential time for checking whether a model is stable even if the program is HCF, while our procedure for checking stability is always polynomial on these programs.
A further group of work on the computation of disjunctive logic programs concerns the implementation of extensions of Prolog to cope with disjunctive rules. In 53], Reed et al. provide a characterization of disjunctive logic programs which agrees with the declarative semantics of Minker 44] (on positive programs) and provides a xpoint semantics for Inheritance near-Horn Prolog (InH-Prolog) 38] { a proof procedure extending Prolog with caseanalysis. Another strategy, applicable to range-restricted positive programs, is incorporated in the prover SATCHMO developed by Manthey and Bry 40] . SATCHMO is a refutation system that uses Prolog to process the Horn clauses, while acts as a forward-chaining prover, simulating hyperresolution, on the non-Horn rules. 39] proposes an extension of SATCHMO, called SATCHMORE (standing for SATCHMO with RElevancy), where the set of clauses to be used for forward chaining is signi cantly reduced by marking relevant literals.
In contrast to our algorithm, the above methods 38, 53, 40, 39] are (completely or partially) based on a top-down computational model. Thus, our algorithm has the well-known advantages and drawbacks of bottom-up evaluation strategies, while these methods have the advantages and drawbacks of top-down strategies. However, it is worth noting that our method is more powerful than both SATCHMO and InH-Prolog in that it can be employed to perform the more general forms of reasoning on disjunctive logic programs. For instance, both brave and cautious reasoning, whose complexity (under minimal or stable model semantics) is, respectively, P 2 and P 2 , can be performed by using our algorithm. SATCHMO and InH-Prolog cannot perform these forms of reasoning because they are based on \ at" backtracking procedures which cannot solve decisional problems located at the second level of the polynomial hierarchy 18, 19, 17] . These systems can perform cautious reasoning only for (disjunction of) positive literals (whose complexity is co-NP).
Since our algorithm can be employed for the computation of the stable model semantics of normal logic programs (as a particular case), work on this problem is related to our method. Among the available results in this area are the branch-and-bound method of Subrahmanian et al. 63] , the Sacc a-Zaniolo backtracking technique 57], the linear programming methods of Bell et al. 4, 5, 6] , the strategy proposed by Cuadrado and Pimentel 13] , the technique by Niemel a and Simons 46] , and the algorithm by Fuentes 29] .
Finally, the method employed by our algorithm to check the stability condition adds new insights to the work of Ben-Eliyahu and Dechter 7] and Ben-Eliyahu and Palopoli 8] on HCF disjunctive logic programs.
Conclusion
We have proposed a new notion of unfounded sets for disjunctive logic programs which allows us to provide both declarative and xpoint characterizations of disjunctive stable models. Our characterizations point out some basic properties of stable models and shed light on their intrinsic nature.
The xpoint semantics provides the ground for the design of an algorithm for the computation of the stable model semantics. Indeed, by exploiting the above theoretical results, we have written an algorithm for the computation of the stable models of disjunctive deductive databases.
Currently, we are exploring the implementation of the proposed algorithm. It is indeed very important to evaluate the advantages of our method against other techniques by a meaningful and thorough experimentation. We are pursing this work at the Technical University of Vienna within FWF Project P11580-MAT: \A Query System for Disjunctive Deductive Databases," where a disjunctive deductive database system based on the techniques presented here is actually implemented and tested. The testing of the system will follow the methodology for experimenting with nonmonotonic reasoning systems developed by Cholewi nski et al . 12] .
Another question that we are investigating actively is whether, besides elegantly characterizing the stable model semantics, our new de nition of unfounded sets permits de nition of a suitable extension of the well-founded semantics to disjunctive logic programs.
